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I. Past life through 12th house: 12th house indicates past life or some important past
incarnation. All Karmic readings start with this house since one can see evil happenings in the
present life being the results of evil past actions and the native pays in present life. Further, 12th
house does not indicate past life immediate to present one but denotes the last important
incarnation. The native has no control over 12th cusp and hence the events of past life are free
from native’s control. If a sign contains both houses 12th and Lagna the native experiences those
very results which he gives to others. In other words whatever he does/delivers to others, good
or bad; the native receives the same.
The past life of a native can be predicted basing on the -1) Sign occupied by 12th house in one’s chart as—
i) Aeries: Mean mentality in past and has to pay Karmic debt by being born in Taurus
Lagna becomes sensitive to pain and suffering.
ii) Taurus: Miser, greedy & wealthy in the past. In this life, Gemini being Lagna pursue
his mental objectives neglecting material possessions.
iii) Gemini: Contribution to society is zero in past and with Cancer Lagna in this life he
will pay motherly attention and treatment for all..
iv) Cancer: Most evil placement of 12th Bhava, the native was completely unfaithful and
irresponsible to home-life. So, in present life as Leo ascendant the native himself suffers
with lack of love and attention from his home resulting mental tension and torture even
though he may not have financial problems.
v) Leo: In previous life he enjoyed and satisfied his physical appetite to the detriment of
others. In this life with Virgo as lagna he will pay for his sins by serving others.
vi) Virgo: In past life gave importance for trivialities and criticized others. In present
Janma with Libra as lagna gives no importance for details and will himself be criticized
for not doing justice.
vii) Libra: In past cared for earthly pleasures. In this life with Scorpio as lagna the native
always was misunderstood by others, .hence he has to strive to find the real meaning of
life.
viii) Scorpio: In the past life native did not share the knowledge of human equations so, I
this life with Sagittarius as ascendant he has to inspire others.
ix) Sagittarius: In past the native fully immersed in spiritual and philosophical theories
thereby his knowledge was not shared and helped others. So, in present Janma with
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Capricorn as lagna the native will have less spiritual qualities and concentrate on
material achievements.
x) Capricorn: Ambitious and achieved material progress by trampling others in previous
life. In present Janma with Acquarius lagna his ambition will not be the most important
factor.
xi) Acquarius: Fooled others and shirking responsibilities in last life and in present one
with Pisces lagna dependent and serves others.
xii) Pisces: In past the native tried to satisfy his greed and in this life with Aeries lagna
he will pay back by serving others.
2) Planets in 12th house: A planet in12th cusp modify the results if it is—
i) Sun: Fortunate and learn lessons properly, but it brings misery & sorrow through
others and bad health. This tells advancement of soul in this life.
ii) Moon: Moody in past life and so in present life he will have trouble in dealings with
others especially with women.
iii) Mars: Domineering both in past and present lives. But no one to boss which is
psychic leading to lack of mental peace.
iv. Mercury: Nonsense talk in last life and hence in present life sensitive and hesitates to
talk which is good for psychic communications.
v) Jupiter: Good as native acquires knowledge with soul advancement.
vi) Venus: Strong for spiritual and soul advancement but bad signifying secret love
affairs.
vii) Saturn: Bad indicating the native inflicted his sour moods on others and exhibited
meanness. In present life fulfills Karma through serious and deep feelings working in his
mind.
viii) Uranus: Unreliable in past life and in present life the native will have psychic
experiences through which he will benefit others.
ix) Neptune: Deceived persons always in past and hence in this life the native will be
always faces unexpected unseen evil happenings.
x) Pluto: In the past the native was arrogant and exhibited egoism considering himself
above all and hence in present life the native suffer sorrows and retributions in present
life.
II. Through Rah & Ketu positions in one’s horoscope:
Sr.No. Signs
1.

Aeries/
Libra.

2.

Taurus/
Scorpio.

3.

4.

5.

Past Life Results.
Lucky, luxuries, comforts.
High
Spiritual learning, good life.

Underworld activities, misuse
of power, unhappy family life.
Sufferings.
Gemini//
Freedom,
independence,
Sagittarius. pursued
various
philosophical/Mystical
pursuits.
Cancer/
Unhappy family life faced
Capricorn. problems & difficulties.
Leo/
Aquarius.

Present Life Result.
Dramatic instinct, strong, usual,
Plenty of self-command, Property.
Family harmony & happiness and
Losing opportunities.
Success, Liberal & democratic,
Philosophical knowledge, pilgrimages,
Live nicely & comfortably.
Admirable character, humour, has
suggestive ideas, foresee events. Just,
Social, philosophical & emotional.

New ideas & enterprises family
is
important, pride & boast,
National/social service
Involved many unusual social Vitality for carrying large enterprises,
activities, no time for personal capable to supervise & undertake
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

needs and worked/helped for responsibilities, mental harmony,
others..
self-confidence, foreign travel &
own buildings.
Virgo/
Incognito could not use Sudden
wealth,
stability
&
Pisces.
opportunities for personal perseverance,
opportunities
and
gains.
methodical
Achievements.
Libra/
Lot of physical activities, Mild, gentle, upright & dignified,
Aeries.
temper & aggression, gain & Success w/o effort & with his
Loss due to
Intelligence,
luxurious-comforts
Imbalance.
without seeking.
Scorpio/
Luxurious comforts, Ordinary Quiet, polite, gentle. Forgets but never
Taurus.
life/education,
not
listen forgives. Goes from one extreme to
advises
another in life, has hidden motives &
energies and uses when necessary.
Sagittarius/ Communicative & Intellectual Independent & isolation, interested both
Gemini.
activities, Service & help to in occultical knowledge without
others.
involvement, human emotionalism and
materialism,
Capricorn/ Limited to domestic life & Activities
outside
home,
grace,
Cancer.
surroundings. No chance of idealism, sympathy, interest for others
outward life.
materialism, logical, interest in politics,
giving donations & like grandeur
buildings.
Aquarius/
Self-centered and no time for Humanly, social.
Leo.
others. Status, Command,
power & respect.
Pisces/
Methodical, detailed oriented, Endurance in research work, persistence
Gemini.
substantial
discriminating and efficiency, desire for the minutest
conditions and feelings would accuracy mark, illogical decisions for
not even get close to him.
which native is careless, exchange of
feelings and dealing with people and
their emotions are important.

II. Karmic Control of Planets (KCP):
(1). Dispositor of a planet is the lord of the sign occupied by the planet. Karmic Control of
Planets are the dispositors of Rahu and Ketu i.e., lords of the signs in which Rahu and Ketu are
posited and control one’s Karma. The present and future life of a native is the manifestations of
previous life patterns. The effect of modification of dispositors of the nodes is more prominent
than the dispositors of other 7 planets. The areas covered by Rahu are quite important in Karmic
growth during one’s own lifetime for utilization of past Karma. One can understand astrology
deeper, how and why by studying minutely Rahu, Ketu and Karmic Control of Planets.
(2) The nodes i.e., Rahu & Ketu:
i) represent the major key toward understanding one’s life as a part of continued thread,
ii) act as vacuum tube connecting the unknown past (Karma) and the known past.
iii) bridge the gap between the previous forms of soul to the present soul structure.
iv) are the points of soul of magnetism, one pulling towards the future and another
coming from the past. The process of life is the medium of happiness for the individual
so that the present birth is a symbol of his transition from the past to the future.
v) enables to extrapolate the present soul structure and its possible connection to the
future soul form.
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vi) are Redeemer and Moksha Karaka respectively. If the nodes are afflicted the native
will be destroyed and they are benefic without Yoga, the native will be ordinary. and
vii) Ketu is the inlet point for Karma, the dispositor is called as the “Incoming or past life
KCP”. The planet ruling Rahu sign controls the Karmic distribution in the present life
and hence known as “Karmic Distribution Control of Planet (Redeemer)”.
3. a)Aspects and Combinations:
i) The aspects made by KCPs and their position in the chart respectively have strong
significance in Karmic understanding. The dispositors of nodes are more important than
the nodes themselves. Knowledge of basic concepts of traditional Astrology is essential
for understanding KCPs.
ii) Combinations: a. If KCPs are together they will make native greater, even if no other
planetary combination i.e. Yoga is present. If this Yoga is afflicted the native will be
great but destroys him. Ex: Bhutto, John.F Kennedy etc.
b) Any planetary combination has given rise to Raja Yoga and if it is associated with KCPs,
the power of this Yoga will get enhanced. Ex: President Marshal Tito, President Rajendra
Prasad.
c) Difference between Incoming and Distribution of KCPs—Raja Yoga helped by Ketu will
make the native great but will destroy him also. But when Rahu is involved with Raja Yoga and
unaffiliated, the native enjoy powers lifelong until death.
d. If an event takes place in the lives of group of people, it must be available in all charts of the
people involved because it is due to Karmic ties from their past lives.
e. It the person is of royal birth and his Raja Yoga afflicted by the KCPs, the native will not be
able to enjoy the royalty for long period.
f. If the person is humble and ordinary and his Raja Yoga enhanced by the KCPs, he will
become great. Ex: President Giri, Sanjeeva Reddy, AJ Abdul Kalam
g. If Raja Yoga is helped by Ketu, it will make the person great but will destroy him also. But if
Rahu is involved and Raja Yoga is unaffiliated the native enjoys power lifelong till death.

References, in brief: i) Article by Late JC Luther, Traditional, Mundane and Nadi Astrologer
in Astrological Magazine, Jan 1997 ; ii) MC Jain’s Rahu and Ketu and others
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